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NOTE: Attempt any FOUR questions. All questions carry equal marks.

Q.1 a) How would you decide that I estimator iB unbiased? Write a comprehensive note (08)
by mentioning all the methods of unbiasedness in detail.

b) LetXbearandomsampleofsizenfromBernoulli distribution,rn6 |s11=f,|=rX,, (09)

then show that i)T/n is unblased estimator ot e ii)ffQ-t)llln(n-t)l is
unbiased estimator of 02

Q.2

c) Let yr and yz be two stochastically independent unbiased estimators of 0 and if (08)
V(yi) is twice the V(yz), where V stands for variance, then find the constants kr
and kz so that kryr+kayz is an unbiased estimator of 0 with smallest possible
variance.

a) What do you mean by regularity conditions? \Mat is their role in efficiency? (2+4)
b) Let'L'denote the likelihood function and'ln'denote the natural log then prove (11)

that E[(0 tn L)/ (aa)j = s and also prove that Et(llnDlA?]z = -El(02 ln L)/
d 0 

2) lor 9being parameter.
c) Discuss how to attain the equality (=) in Cramer- Rao's minimum varianca bound. (08)
a) Find the MLEs of lhe parameters oi two parameter gamma distribution, also find (13)

the variance co-variance makix of the parameters.
b) Let Yr <YzcYs... <Yn be the order statistic of a random sample of size 'n' from the (12)

Uniform distribution of continuous type over the closed interval [d - p,e + pl.
Find the MLEol?andp.

a) Find the most general form of the distribution for which Harmonic mean is the (10)
MLE of its parameter.

b) Find the moment estimator of the parameter'p' of the binomial distribution if the (09)
parameter 'n' is known.

c) Compare the properties of MLE and moment estimators. (06)
a) Compare the minimum chi-square estimator and MLE. (05)
b) Find the minimum chi-square estimator of 0from Binomial distribution. (09)

c) 
lf X is a poisson variate with parameteri and if g(i) =:(etl)'*'r*rW is (11)

prior density for unknown parameter i, given a random sample of size n, obtain
the Baye's estimator for ,1.

Q.6 a) ln Sequential Probability Ratio Test (SPRI), find the approximate vatues of Kr (10)
and Kz (the limlts)
Let a-lV(0, 100). Perform SPRT to test the hypothesis Ho:O =75,H;0 =78
such that a and p are approximately equal to 0.'1.
Explain why do we need to use sequential sampling?

Q.3

a:.;

b)

c)

Q.7 a)

(10)

(0s)

Let xr, xz, ......, xn denote a random sample from a .d.f. (13)
/(.ri) that is positive on only non-negative integers,
simple hypothesis H,:/(.t) = e.'1 /xl,x = 0,7,2,..... ple
hypothesis Hr: f (x) = (L/Z)x+lx = 0,L,2,...... Derive the expression for BCR
(Best critical region). Consider the case of n=1 and k=l, k being any positive
integer in the expression (L(0',xr,x",.......,xn)/L(0',xr,x2,......,,xn)) 

= 
k

where Ho:0 = 0"H1= 0 = 0". Find the power of the test for thls combination
ofnandkwhen
(i) flo is true(ii) H1 is true

b) Explain the statistical method for the construc.tion of confidence intervals. Also (g+4)
differentiate between confidence intervals and c,onfidence region.
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Time: 3 Hrs. Mark6: 100

NOTE: Attempt any FOUR questions. All questions carry equal marks.

Q.1.a) Doflne the type of Economeflcs and dlscuss lB meihodology.
b) Conslder Slmple linear reg rclillon y = d+p,Y +e. Suclr that e's tre dlstrbuted

lndependently & ldentlcally with zero mean and o' vadancc. D€rlve unblas€d eetmator of

o7-
Q.z.a) Consider the model Y= B, +prX"+........+ PKxK+e. Whlch fumlls the OLS assumptions'

Develop the testlng proceduro lor Ho: fi=Ao, Fr=pn..'.....= Fx = Pxo
b) Glv6n the followlng calculauons devlated from means tor llneu regresslon Y on Xt and Xa

n=t0,Zy2 =48.2,rri =2Zii=3, Ex,.y=*1, Zxry=8, Zr;rx, =-t.What Is the least

square estlmate of A and lts standard eror afier lmposlng the restdcllon lhal fi + fl, = I
Q.3.a) Diflerentlate between Collinearity and Multicolllneafity. When X' X malrl:x becom€s

correlatlon matrlx? Dlscuss the role of conelaton matlx ln Multlcolllneartty.
b) Followlng are the values ot a varlable and lb estlmated values obtained by esumatlng a

linear regresslon.
Y: 2.81 2.88 2.90 3.07 3.16 3.?2 3.38 3.53 3.74

i, 2.61 2.76 2.92 3.03 9.22 3.s7 3.53 3.68 3.83
Y: 4.18 4.30 4.52 4.69 4.77 4.83 4.89 4.94
i, 4.13 4.27 4.55 4.59 4.74 4.90 4.97 4.99

Test the cutoconelatlon by Geary test. Estimate first order autoconelatlon.

Q.4.a) Dlscuss the assumption and procedure of Goldfeld - Quardt test for heteroskedasticlty.
b) For partltioned G.L. regression model, estmate stepwlse regrssslon estlmates ol the

paramgt€rs snd compare wlth full regresslon es0mates.

Q.S.a) Deflne the rules / Condltlons of ldentmcatlon.
b) Conslder the mode; !t= drlz +a,z\ + drx2 +ur, !2= Ah+ Fz\ +ur.Obtaln consistent

estimates of struc{ural pgrameters, where posslble, by approprlate mgthod(s).

Q.6.a) Difierenflate between dlstrlbuted lag model snd auloregresslve mod€|. Descdbe the Koyck
dbtrlbuted lag model. What probl€m arlses ln the estlmatlon of thls model?

b) Dofine orthogonal polynomhls and dlscuss thelr use ln polynomlal rogresslon analysis.

Q.7. Discuss the followlng:
i) lncom€ Dlstrlbution Analysls.
il) lnsbumentalVariables.
iil) Ridge Regresslon.
lv) ConsequencesofAutocorrelatlon.

3.98
3.85
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Time: 3 Hrs. Marks: 75

NOTE: AttemPt anY FOUR guestions'

a.i. (a) Describe the functions of the following components of a digital computer:

(i) Main Memory (ii) Low-level and High-level Languages

(iii) lnput and OutPut Devices

(b) Describe the usage of following functions of
(iv) del(ii) rename (iii) copy

(c) Write algorithm and flow chart to print out the even numbers between 1 to 500 and

their squares. (6+8+5)

e.2. (a) Explain the FORTRAN worksheet. Which command is used to clear the contents from

output screen.?

(b) Write the following mathematical expression into FORTRAN expressions.

(i) ,tx-tt -it, t y)'/r

(iii) a'+!x
lxs

(v)
2tlrt 5l

(c) Suppose J=5 and K=10. Find the value of J if each of the following is executed.
(i) lF (J.GT.O) then (ii) lF (J.1E.10) then

(i) dir

K=K+5
J=J*K

ENDIF
J=J*K
J=2* J

(iv) tanx - Jlcos(a - nb)l

K=K+5
J=J*K

ELSE
J=J*K

ENDIF
J=2*J

(d) Write a FORTRAN programme that generates and finds the sum of series.

L-:*i-i* -* (4+5+4+6)

Q.3. (a)

(b)

Write down the general form of the arithmetic lF and Computed GOTO statements.

Write a FORTRAN program which reads the amount and print the income tax for the
individuals according to following slab rates.

Upto Rs. 50000 Nil

Between Rs.50000 & Rs. 100000 10o/o of the excess over Rs. 50000
Between Rs. 100000 & Rs. 200000 Rs. 5000+25% of the excess over Rs, 100000

Between Rs. 200000 & Rs. 300000 Rs. 30000+30% ofthe excess over Rs.200000
Above Rs. 300000 Rs. 60000 +40o/o of the excess over Rs. 300000

Page 1 of 2 P,T.O



(c)

Q.a. (a)

(c)

4.5. (a)

(b)

(c)

4.6. (a)

(b)

4.7. (a)

(b)

(c)

(b)

write a FoRTRAN program, which compute and prints multiplication tables for n (say
between 2 and 10) (4+9+6) 

*Define the functions of the following FORTMN statements. Give at least two
examples in each case.
(i) TYPE STATEMENT
(ii) DATA STATEMENT
(iii) ARTTHMETIC STATEMENT

write afoRTRAN program using arrays to find the correlation coefficient, simple
Linear Regression line between N pairs of real numbers.

write a programme to find the sum of elements above, below and of diagonal elements
of a matrix. le+s+z;

Define Loop? What are the advantages of using Loop?

write a FTN program to read in an integer n > 2 and determine if n is a prime number.

Write a FTN program to find the roots of the quadratic equation. (5+6+8)

Explain with examples the format and function of the following c statements.(i) for statement$ (iD do-while statement

Write the following expressions into C++ language:

-b+Jb' -4a;

write a c++ program that generates Fibonacci numbers using variable length array.

write and run a c++ program using ,switch0 statement, to make a calculator that reads in
two operands, an operator and displays the computed result. (4+4+6+5)

Define variable. Describe basic data types in C++ ;6nnrrn".

Write a program in C which read all elements of two matrices A and B of any order,
find the product of these two matrices and prints their product.

write and run a c++ program which finds the greatest of three numbers input from the

(ii)

(c)

(d)

user. (4+8+7)
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Subject: Statistics Paper: Vl (i) [Statistical Quality Controtl Time: 3 Hrs. Marks: 100

- NOTE: Attempt any FOIJR guesfions. All questions carry equal marks.

Q#l (a) Define Statistical Quality Control (SQC). Also describe the purposes of SQC. l0

(b) Show how assignable causes of variation are identified on x and R chart? 15

Q#2 Sub-groups of 4 items each are taken from a manufacturing process at regular

intervals. A certain quality characteristic is measured and F and R values are

computed for each subgroup, After 25 groups,
25 25

27, =15350, IR, = 411.4
r=l t=l

Compute the control limits for x and R control charts.

Assume that all points on both charts plot within the control limits, What are

the natural tolerance limits of the process?

c. All points on the x and R charts fall within the control limits. The

specification requirements for this particular quality characteristic are

610+15. If the quatity characteristic is normally distributed, what are your

conclusions regarding the ability of the process to produce items conforming

to specifications?
d. Assuming that if an item exceeds the upper specification limit it can be

reworked, and if it is below the lower specification limit it must be scrapped,

what percent scrap and rework is the process now producing?

a.

b.

25

Q#3 (a) Suppose i chart is used with usual

probability of detecting a shift to

shift'7

3-sigma limits. The sample size is 5. Find the

14= lto*2o on the first sample following the

10

(b) A textile rnanufacturer initiates the use of c-chart to monitor the number of
imperfections found in bolt of cloth. Each bolt is same in length, width, weave, and

fibir composition. A total of 145 imperfections were found in the last 25 bolts

nts were:

a. Calculate 3-sigma control limits for this process.

b. Is this process in control? If not what aimed at value of ig.
c. Make revised control limits if necessary.

15

Q#a(a) The following fraction non-conforming control chart with n = L00 is used to control
the process:

UCL:0.0750, CL:0.0400, LCL:0.0050
a. What is the probability of type-I error?
b. Find the probability of type-Il error if the true process fraction non-

conforming is 0.0600.
c. Find the ARL when the process is in control and the ARL when the process

fraction non-conforming is 0.0600.

10

(b) Differentiate an item-by-item and group sequential Sampling Plans. l5

a

.a
a
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Q#5 @pscomponentsinlotsofsize5000.Asing1esampling
plan with n = 50 and c : 2 is being used for receiving inspection. Rejected lots

are screened, and all defective items are reworked and returned to the lot.
a. Draw the OC-curve for this plan.
b. Find the level of lot quality that will be rejected 90% of the time.
c. Management has objected to use the above sampling procedure and wants

to use a plan with an acceptance number c = 0, arguing that this is more

consistent with their zero-defects program. What do you think of this?

d. Design a single sampling plan with c = 0 that will give a 0.90 probability
of rejection of lots having the quality level found in part (b). Note that the

two plans are now matched at the LTPD point. Draw the OC-curve for this
plan and compare it to the one for n = 50, c = 2 in part (a).

25

Q#6(a) An acceptance sampling plan for life testing requires that a sample of 19 items be

tested with replacement for 1000 hours. If not more than 7 failures occur, the lot is
accepted, otherwise it is rejected. Assume that the probability of failure is
constant.
Compute the mean life for which:

a. The producer's risk of a lot rejection is 0.05.
b. The consumer's risk of a lot acceptance is 0.10

l0

(b) Take a sampling plan with rt1 = 50, ct : 2, r\ * 712 = 150, cz = 5

If the incoming lots have fraction nonconforming p = 0.05 then what is the

probability of final acceptance? Calculate the probability of rejection on the first
sample

l5

Q#7 Write a short note on any Five of the following:
i. Reliability and Life Testing
ii. Process Capability
iii. Bath-tub Curve
iv. Producer's and Consumer's Risk
v. CUSUM control chart
vi. Warnine Limits

5 each-
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Q.1

Statistics Paper: Vl (iii) [Operations Researchl

m"estions. All questions carry equal marks.

llowing LP modet
+2X2S 4; Xl, X2 Z0 l0

e LP-model.
xt +2X2
4Xl - X2 58;Xl, X2 Z0 15

(a) Explain the role of slack, artificial and surplus variables in providing the solutionruserr'ev '---- 
-.]. , .,- 

lo

on by Dual Simplex Method' Max Xo =ZXl -X2+X3

- xrz a; -Xl'+ gxz-X3 2 3;4Xl + 6X2 +3X3 S 8; 
l5

xl, x2, x3 z0

(a) What is Transportation model? Explain is componlnt',.o 
r..nst rable 

5

(b) Consider tne rraniponr,i"n problirn having thi following cost table

Destination
l234SuPPlY

ll0020ll15
Source212792025

301416185
Dernand 5 15 15 10

solve by (i) North-west corner Rule (ii); st c;; Method (iii) vAM 20

solve a game' 5

wing game. Determine the value

thell-ayer who has two strategies'

r understanding about the following terms

variable (ii) Infeasibt, ,otution (iiii ft{i1ry and Maximin (iv) Dummy Sources and

(v)Strategy(vi)Alternati,"opti*(vii)Networking(viii)Queueing23

linear programrni ng Problem' .

(b) what is Linear pl"g.r*rng? How it is applicable in our daily life? 15

e.3 (a) How many forms of rinear progamming have you browsed? I,us'ate their properties with

iilffifliii"the optimality and feasibility conditions of dual simplex methods' l0

Q.2

Q.4

Q.6

Q.s

B
-492

A6-20
-r0

5

Q,7

20

NOTE:
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iime: 3 Hrs. Marks: 50

Statistics PaPer'Vl(iv)(W
ns carry equal marks'

o.l.DifferentiateExperimentalstudyandaSampleSurvey.Describetheimportantstepstn

^ 
2 il[i: T"',ill';.'"'"*"l..rrate data in a studv? Discuss the various tvpes of errors

\''('' 
it"Grv affectihe accuracy of data'

o 1 what do vou understand by determination of sample size? Which factors should be

\r'v 
;;;id;d in makins the decision?

o.4.WhatiSmeantbyethicsinresearch?Discussthevariousaspectsofethicalconsiderations
in doing a research'

Q.5. Define validity and reliability Also discuss their important types'

Q.6. Discuss the important factors in constructing a questionnaire'

Q.7. Discuss the various components of survey report
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NOTE: Attempt any FOUR guesfions.

Q.'1 .a) Describe the useful transformations commonly used in time series,
b) Define the following,

i. Backward shift operator
ii. Stationarity
iii. Differencing
iv. SARIMA model

c) Find the mean, variance, autocovariance function and autocorrelation function of an MA(1) (10)
process, Y, -- OZ ,_, + Z, .

(5)
(10)

(5)
('t2)

Q.2.a) Show that Y, = QYr_, + Zr is stationary when l@l<1.b) Showthatthe autocorrelation funclion of y, =yr-r-)yr-r+Zr isgiven by

,1,k, tk 1 nk,
o* = I 6l (cos7+5sin7l, k = 0,1,2,3,...

wherefzr] is a purely random process having zero mean and finite variance.
c) Derive the Yule-Walker equations for an AR(p) process,

Q.3,a) Define the autoregressive process. Find the mean, variance and autocorrelation function ('l2l
of an AR(1) process.

---b) Show that the AR(2) process given by
Yt=Yt-t+cYFz+Zt

is stationary provided 1< c < 0, where {Zt} is a purely random process having zero
mean and finite varianc

c) Given 11=0.5 and 2=0.2, find the partial autocorrelation at lag land 2. (5)

Q. .a) Show that the autocorrelation function of the qth order moving average process given by (10)

Y,=hLo=oz,-,,
where {Z r} is a purely random process having zero mean and finite variance.

b) Show that the infinite order MA process {li } Oetinea Uy

y,=2, +0i2,_,
l=l

is non-stationary. AIso show that W, =Yt -Y,_, is stationary. Find the autocorrelation

function of IZ, .

c) Show that the autocorrelation at lag 'k' lies between -1 and +1 i.e -l < py < L

Q 5 a) Describe the stages of Box-Jenkins model building approach. Discuss the tools for ({0)
identification of appropriate candidate ARMA models.

b) Discuss the difficulties in estimation of parameters of a Moving Average process. Provide (10)
the iteratlve least squares estimation procedure for the two parameters in a non-zero
MA(1) process. Also discuss how the starting values can be provided for the iterative
procedure.
Show that for an AR(p) process Y, = XL, qt \-i + 2.,

.? =--4--' 1-XLtqiP'
Where p1 is the autocorrelation at lag k.

(8)

(8)

(10)

(5)

(5)

Page 1 of 2 P.T.O



Q.6,a) tf {4 }i=, fottows an AR(2) process y, = QJt-t* 4zYr-z + Zt wherc[Z,] is independently (15)

andnormallydistributedprocesswithzeromeanandfinitevarianced,2thenshowthat+
loglikelihoodfunctionis , (,r z \2 ._ )

tnl=const.-)nol *)nu,-+l il Y, -Zd,Y,-, | + x' u,x 
I2 2 ' zoi[E\ ;i ) )

where (r,,rr)-Nr(0,x2) and Mr=o1z;',. Also suggest procedure to find the

approximate maximum Iikelihood estimates of AR parameters'

b) Following are the autocorrelations obtained for the residuals by fitting an ARMA(1 '2) (10)
' 

process io an observed time series with n = 100

calculatethevalueofLjung-Boxportmanteautestform=5andseeifthefittedmodelis
a good fit for this observed iime series. Use 5% level of significance.

Q.7,a) Show that for an ARIMA(1,1,1) process: (L'OB)VYI = G + lB)Zt' the forecast at origin (10)

t with lead time I is given bY

Y,(t) = v, *\ff v, - vn,) +\f, z,

b)AnAR(1)model(1-o'68)(Yt-9)=ztisfittedtoanobservedtimeseriesofl00(15)
observations. Now a practitioner *"nt. to use this model to forecast Y161and Y1s2 -r

i. Compute th" ilUSg forecasts of floland YJJ:., it Yse = 9' Yroo = 8'9'

ii. Obtain 95% forecast limits for Y1s1, if oj = Q'l'
Suppose tnat rrorcomls ori to U" A B]'upaaie the forecast of Y'02 by shifting forecast

origintot=101

Page 2 ot 2
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Time: 3 Hrs. Marks: 100Paper: Vll (ii) (Multivariate Analysis)

NOTE: Attempt any FOIJR guestions. All questions carry equal marks.

Statistics

Ql. Lct (12+5+8)

(2s)

(8+17)

a)

b)

c)

o=t!, -!t

Determine the Eigen values and Eigen vectors of A.
Write down the spectral decomposition of A and veriff your results.

Using (a), write down the spectral decomposition of ,4-1.

Q2. a) Show that rhe matrix for the quadratic form, 3rf + 2x! - 2oxg2, is positive definite.

25-24
b)Consider,>-l-2 + tl.nindpr.. (r7+8)

419

Q3. Let x1, x2, ... . , xnbe a random sample from a joint distribution that has mean p and covariance

matrix X. If r;'s are independent of each other, derive E(7) and cov(7). Is the sample covariance

matrix S, an unbiased estimator of X?

Q4,^- u) Let x follows Ng(p, t). Find the distribution 
"f lX: -i1l

Derive the moment generating function of x that follows N, (p, E).

Show that Iinear combination of Wishart matrices follow Wishart distribution'
Derive the additive property of Wishart matrices. (rs+10)

(1+tl+l)Q6. Data for two variables give the summary:

a) Test the hypothesis Ho :F = [0.562 0.589]'.

b) Find 957o confidence ellipse for p . Also, obtain the lengths of major and minor axes.

c) Obtain 72 simultaneous confidence intervals for the components of p

Q7. a) Show that the total variancc explained by Principal Components is equivalent to the to1al

variance of the data. (8+17)

b) The Eigen-values and Eigen-vectors ofa correlation matrix are given below.

h = 2.85, e, - [0.33 0.46 o.3B 0.56 0.47Y
2z: t.8\, e, : l-0.6t 0.39 -0.56 0.08 0.40]r
lz = 0.20, e, - [0.1.0 0.74 0.1,7 -0.60 -0.22)r
l+ = 0.10, e4 - 10.L4 -0.28 0.L2 -0.57 0.75y
ls = 0.o3, e, - [0.20 o.o7 -0.71 0.00 0.01]r

Assuming two-factor model, calculate and interpret common factor loadings, communalities and

specific variances.

b)

Qs. a)

b)

Io.soa-l Io.or++ o.ot tz'l
n = 42.x =l l.s=l I

10.6031 10.01r7 0.0146.1


